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As October draws to a close, it will be 
remembered as the month of the 99 percent, with the 
Occupy Wall Street protest becoming a global 
phenomenon. I visited the tent city at St. Paul’s Cathedral 
in London over the weekend, and was amazed by how 
well organised and family-friendly the protest was. There 
were a lot of ideologies being promoted— anti-capitalist 
banners were stuck beside Palestinian flags, and 
demands for communist revolution lay alongside calls for 
decriminalisation from the Prostitute Collective. The 
move-ment seems to recognise the diversity of its 
followers and splits itself into different focus groups. At 
the ‘Tent City Uni-versity’ you can attend lectures on 
issues as diverse as envi-ronmental catastrophe and the 
economic situation in Cuba. 

I was struck by the level of camaraderie and 
organisation. This is a safe place to bring your kids and 
walk around, and tourists are actively encouraged to take 
pictures and get in-volved. There was a police presence, 
but it was surprisingly benign. Officers were joking with 
activists about the discom-fort of the cold cobble stones 
for sleeping on, and the police didn’t object to being 
photographed by me.

I’m genuinely impressed by the London 
movement, and the strength of the ‘Occupy’ protest 
worldwide. Back home in  Belfast, a few shivering souls 
have  camped  out  in Writer's  Square,  representing  the 

Occupy Belfast protest. On Facebook 1,866 people ‘Like’ 
their attempt, but none of us are running to Millets to get a 
festival tent to join them. Northern Ireland has around 
53,000 students in its universities, so where are all the 
protesters? Have we become too preoccu-pied with our I-
phones and illegal downloading and Guardian reading to 
actually care about social injustice? Are Northern Irish 
people bored by protests and political activism after 
decades of strife? Or are we so used to recession and 
eco-nomic deprivation that we just hunker down and get 
on with it? 

What do you think? Join the discussion on the PG Voice 
Facebook page. 

ARE YOU THE 99 PERCENT ?



OCCUPY LONDON PROTEST
PG Voice Picture Special

Catherine McGurren
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taking a sneaky look at my breasts just to make sure.
Every conversation introducing myself has gone the same way. I’ve tried to think of this in 

context. How would I react to a girl called ‘Dave’? Then again, how would any bloke called 
Kieran or Ciaran react if I called them ‘Sunshine’?

Burst Bubble

The realisation that I am almost ten years older than a fair few of the students in Elms 
Village was the final push I needed to get a flat of my own.  I thought I would be lonely, but 
actually no. I can’t seem to help but meet new people wherever I go.

It’s a world away from my London life. I had very own personal little ‘bubble world’ 
developed specifically to be able to make it through rush hour tube without making eye contact 
or becoming enraged and bludgeoning the suited and booted city boy who just elbowed me in 
the face or dazed American tourist who refuses to get of the way. It was an essential part of the 
survival toolkit, it was in fact a safe haven. I can’t, however, walk around here in Belfast smiling 
and daydreaming about beautiful green fields and little hopping bunny rabbits. To start with I’d 
look slightly saft (soppy and daft for non-brummies). Also I’ve discovered that people not only 
actually notice you walking about but want to be friendly and chat.  The bubble has well and 
truly burst.

I feel as though I’ve followed the bunnies down their rabbit holes and entered a new 
reality. The fact is that life here is truly different and despite having been to the Amazon and 
crazy urban hubs in Japan, nothing has shocked me more than being in a country so seemingly 
familiar and yet so removed in many subtle ways from the rest of the UK.

Not everything has been fluffy and cute I’m afraid. The uncomprehending looks I’ve had 
in some cases in regards to my English (Indian) heritage or my sexuality or just homosexuality 
in general has all been a little unsettling. What is does show to me is that culture shock goes 
both ways. The new arrival is simultaneously both unsettled by the ‘newness’ of their 
surroundings but is also unsettling for those who’ve always lived there.

So, my name is Kiran and yes I really am a woman.

Fresh off the Boat

I remember feeling a bit of a chill as 
I stepped off the StenaLine from 
Liverpool. Belfast felt different. And I was 
right.

....by any other name?

Let me start again by introducing 
myself. My name is Kiran.

Yes, I really am a woman. Uhuh 
English, Birmingham, yeah, parents from 
India, yes it really is pronounced the same 
way, no no not spelt the same, It means 
‘ray of light’ in Hindi, it IS a girly name, ha! 
and oh yes thank you so very much for 

Kiran Summan
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This is not a film about wild beasts roaming the earth 
and fighting among themselves in a vicious and illogical 
manner. At least not for the whole movie. Paddy Considine's 
directorial debut is a shocking collage of human brutality and 
sensitivity, constantly struggling between the various attributes 
bequeathed to the few characters involved.

The story begins with Joseph (Peter Mullan), being 
kicked out of a bookie's and taking his frustration out on his 
beloved dog by kicking it to death on his way home. He seems 
entrapped in a trail of destruction, marching around his Leeds' 
housing estate (yes, dinosaurs in Yorkshire …) in a manner 
menacing to both himself and any irritants he bumps into. 
Indeed, it is in hiding from a group he has just threatened that 
Joseph bumps into Hannah (Olivia Colman of Peep Show 
fame), a seemingly well-to-do Christian do-gooder who runs a 
charity shop. She prays for him, before sending him back into 
the world. That night the world gets some retribution on Joseph,

Tyrannosaur
Paula Murphy

so he slinks off back to the sanctuary of Hannah's shop the next day. There he launches a 
scathing attack on her perfect life, touching more than a few nerves along the way.

As it turns out, Hannah's world is perfect only on paper as the true horror of her domestic 
life are curiously and shockingly revealed to us. Her husband attempts to apologise to her and 
hints toward a mental illness on his part, but the disgusting mental and physical abuse he 
carries out are hard to forgive. Yet Hannah does not tell anyone. She turns to Joseph for refuge, 
as he continues to fight his own demons and claims to be turning his life around. He seems 
constantly on the edge of carrying out retribution on her behalf, but tries to quash his rage as 
part of his self-improvement.

This movie shocks and agitates unnervingly throughout, and by the end it seems that 
everyone has destructive elements, but with the ever-present possibility of turning over a new 
leaf. Shot with beautiful menace, Tyrannosaur is neither heart-warming nor particularly hopeful, 
yet it is a striking film that commands attention thoroughly, as good and bad are blurred by the 
tensions of human individuality and difficult relationships.

The name Kenneth Branagh is enough to put 
bums on seats, and in the Lyric’s opening season, 
this seems to be their modus operandi. Following the 
crowd-pleasing version of The Crucible, and the local 
appeal of The Absence of Women, The Painkiller 
came to the main Northern Bank stage this month. 
For me, the name Kenneth Branagh conjured 
images of Shakespearian dramas with deep 
emotional impact, and I admit that I was completely 
unaware that I was about to witness a farce.

Francis Veber’s play is an exhaustive physical 
drama for the actors involved, and a hysterical 
experience for the audience. Set in a hotel, Brian 
(Rob Brydon) attempts to kill himself following his 
wife’s rejection.  In the next room, Ralph (Branagh), 
a self-assured assassin, wields his gun and prepares 
to ease the passing of a witness entering the court 
opposite the hotel. One man wants to die, one man 

The Painkiller

Catherine McGurren



wants to kill. What happens when they 
meet?

In Sean Foley’s adaptation , what 
happens is a raucous, Valium-induced 
circus. As the actors threw themselves out 
windows and sprawled across carpets in 
compromising positions, the audience were 
gasping for breath. Suicide and murder 
attempts go awry amidst pleading phone 
calls and the unfortunate visit of a police 
detective. The star of the show was 
undoubtedly the camp hotel porter, played 
with aplomb by Mark Hadfield. He officiously 
trails after Ralph and Brian cleaning floors 
and fixing shutters, providing comical grimaces as the frenzied action becomes ever more 
ridiculous. I admit that I found the slapstick cringe worthy at parts, but I was the only humbug in 
the theatre not having a great time. This play is in no way a hard-hitting drama, but it is an 
entertaining night out, not least if you want to see Henry V on valium.

On Friday 14th and Saturday 15th October, the first Interdisciplinary Linguistics 
Conference (ILinC) took place at Queen’s University Belfast. A student-led initiative co-
organised by the Schools of Education, English and Modern Languages, the conference 
attracted almost 300 delegates from over 30 countries. The theme of the conference for this 
year was Crossing Boundaries: The Impact of Language Studies in Academia and Beyond, 
and this topic was explored through thought-provoking talks given by the prolific plenary 
speakers: Professor Deborah Cameron (University of Oxford), Professor Michael Halliday 
(University of Sydney), and Professor Ruqaiya Hasan (Macquarie University).

The conference programme was exciting and engaging, covering a very diverse range 
of language research in the form of both poster and paper sessions. Presentation topics 
included: British students’ attitudes towards Mandarin Chinese; the prosody of political 
speeches; the analysis of Balinese traditional song texts; the use of metaphor in Gandhi’s 
life-writing; and the discursive construction of women in the Quran. The end of the 
conference was marked by a book raffle, a wine reception, and the launch of Professor 
Ruqaiya Hasan’s new book, Language and Education: Learning and Teaching in Society.

As Queen’s has no separate linguistics School (rather, researchers in language and 
linguistics can be found in different Schools at the university), the conference was a fantastic 
way for staff and students with shared research interests to come together across disciplines, 
both academically and socially. This cross-disciplinary contact will continue throughout the 
year through events organised by the Queen’s Interdisciplinary Linguistics Group (ILinG).

Thanks must go to Vander Viana and Milena Mendes from the School of English for 
organising such a successful event, which will hopefully be the first of many ILinC 
conferences at Queen’s. 

'Crossing Boundaries : 
The Impact of Language Studies 

in Academia and Beyond'
Helen Morrow
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« Save the planet. It 
is the only one that 

has chocolate. »

Quote of the month :

On a sunny day (ehem), why not take a walk to 
Stormont estate ?

The grounds are home to the Northern Irish 
parliament, but are open to the public and offer a nice 
opportunity for a stroll. A woodland path has even been 
designed, where one can supposedly come across 
squirrels and badgers if they are quiet enough. 
However, the paths are not very well indicated, so if you 
want to strictly follow them, you'd better print the map 
available on the website ! Otherwise, it is still enjoyable 
to simply walk around.

If you'd rather enjoy the sun, then walking uphill 
the Prince of Wales Avenue will do. Going there on a 
weekend, you will surely encounter many families 
around the big playground.

However, no need to look for Stormont Castle on 
the estate, it seems it is inaccessible to the public...

Open every day all year round, but 
the opening hours do vary 
depending on the season.

How  to get there ?
Take the Metro bus 4 from Donegall 
Square West to Dundonald or 
Ballybeen and get off at Massey 
Avenue Gates (tell the driver you 
want to go to Stormont Estate if you 
are not sure). Make sure you get a 
Day Ticket for only £2,90.

Check out the website :
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/StormontEstate/stormont_estate_access.htm

Travel tips : 

Stormont

Photo of the month

'Sunset on Portrush', Shaniece. If you would like to participate in the 'Photo of the Month' 
contest, send your pictures to pg.voice@qub.ac.uk

http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/StormontEstate/stormont_estate_access.htm
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The media and public at large seem 
obsessed with drugs. They’re still right up 
there with sex and rock ‘n roll in terms of 
grabbing the headlines of the daily tabloids, 
better still if in combination with any other 
members of the red tops’ holy trinity. Last 
month, after a few weeks of teasing trailers 
and enticing advertisements, Dispatches’ 
“The Truth About Drugs in Football” aired on 
Channel 4. The programme promised to lift 
the lid on the darkest secrets of the beautiful 
game in England, and specifically a multi-
million pound Premiership junkie, but was a 
dud from the start.

Not that there isn’t a story to be 
written here, but this effort was painstakingly 
dramatic in its simplification and leading 
questions to a variety of interviewees, and 
really lacked any of the, erm, substance it 
promised. After lambasting the English 
Football Association (FA) for not revealing 
the names of players who had tested 
positive for cocaine, a secret list containing 
all these details was then produced on 
screen. With the relevant details blurred out. 
Apparently, for all their moralising, the 
Dispatches crew couldn’t do anything with 
such information for fear of legal 
repercussions themselves.

Then, though, came the big reveal. 
Garry O’Connor look cocaine when playing 
for Birmingham City. Yes, pick yourself off 
the floor and rip that poster off the wall, your 
hero Garry O’Connor does drugs.

The feeble documentary aside, the 
story does raise a number of interesting 
questions. Firstly, O’Connor - now plying his 
trade with Hibernian in his native Scotland - 
was suspended by the FA for two months, 
but they didn’t make a public announcement. 
His club, however, decided to announce that 
he had suffered a recurrence of an old injury 
and required surgery. This seems an 
aberration in terms of PR protocol, as higher 
profile players have previously been very 
publicly suspended, including Adrian Mutu 
and Yaya Toure. The former was released by 
Chelsea after being suspended for cocaine 
use, while the latter has recently returned to 
action having claimed to have failed a test 
after taking his wife’s diet pills.

The Truth about Drugs in Football

Without wishing to get too wrapped up in a 
hierarchy of drugs (or indeed cheating), it seems 
evident that this isn’t quite the same doping we 
hear talked about in athletics or cycling. This is a 
so-called ‘recreational drug’ and would seem to 
have little benefit in football, as I can’t quite 
imagine it making someone a better player given 
all the technical requirements involved. Michele 
Verroken, former director of UK Anti-Doping, said 
during the programme that cocaine, as a 
stimulant, had the potential to increase reactions 
but equally to interfere with decision-making. 
While I’m anything but an advocate of illegal drug 
use, it seems unconvincing to suggest that 
cocaine could be used to improve performance.

The Dispatches programme did raise an 
intriguing question with regards football fans and 
their expectations by producing several clips of 
Birmingham supporters saying that they should be 
told by the club of offenders and that the player 
should be kicked out of the club.

Football fans, perhaps more than those of 
any other sport, have a deep affinity with their 
club, feeling that it is part of them and vice versa. 
Consequently, they can be very demanding, both 
in terms of winning on the pitch and knowing the 
intimate details of the club off it. In this situation, it 
may be worth considering other professions and 
whether they would make a public pronouncement 
regarding drug use. Clearly footballers are in the 
public eye, yet if a nurse or teacher or firefighter 
tested positive for cocaine (imagine random drugs 
tests for public servants leaving work!), I would not 
expect their case to be shouted from the mountain 
tops. I daresay that most people would expect that 
their misdemeanour would be dealt with privately. 
Not that future employers shouldn’t be made 
aware of such indiscretions, but is tabloid justice 
really the way forward? 

Paul Murphy
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Wine & Food

Pumpkin Lasagna

Since Halloween is just around the corner, this month's recipe features the famous marrow...

You need (for 2) :
- 250 gr. cooked mashed pumpkin 
(or butternut squash)
- 1 pot of Boursin cheese (garlic & 
herbs) or similar creamy cheese
- grated cheese (cheddar, 
mozzarella, gruyère)
- lasagna sheets
- olive oil
- herbs

1. Peel and cut the pumpkin in small squares. Once cooked, mash them.
2. Meanwhile, pre-boil the lasagna sheets until they are soft. If you are using fresh lasagna sheets, 
skip to 3.
3. Mix Boursin and mashed pumpkin together.
4. Oil the dish so that it won't stick.
5. Spread some of the pumpkin mix at the bottom of your dish. Then put a lasagna sheet and top 
with grated cheese. Spread again some pumpkin mix, then lasagna and grated cheese. Reiterate 
for as many layers as you'd like. Finally, sprinkle a few herbs on top.
6. Put in the oven for as long as it takes for the cheese to melt.
(the lasagna and pumpkin should have been at least pre-cooked beforehand during 1. & 2. so the 
baking shouldn't take long) 

Shaniece's Pick :

Bon appétit !

Caves Do Casalinho Ouro Velho Tinto, produced 
in Beiras, Portugal, is made of their kinds of grapes 
including Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz and Tinta Negra 
Mole. Casalinho is full of rich flowers and dried fruit 
aroma reflecting the nature of stylization via its flavor of 
light oak. The excellent sense of balanced, soft and rich 
fruit taste lingers in the mouth. It is a good match with 
red meat and cheese. I recommend you enjoy it with a 
beef steak, especially a top Japanese Wagyu Steak.

The top Japanese Wagyu Steak, between the rib 
eye and the beef tenderloin, is more succulent than the 
rib eye, but avoids some of the greasiness that a 
normal beef would incur.

Cook the steak with herbs and seasonings, then 
pour on a little black pepper sauce, whose spicy pepper 
taste matches the Casalinho. Overwhelmed by its 
perfume smell, the wine will extend the strong beef 
taste in the mouth, which lingers on the tongue for a 
long time and cannot be dispersed. 
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What's on this month ?

What has been going on ? During Welcome Fortnight, new and returning 
students saw many social events happening in the 
PG Centre. To relax after the stress of registration, 
some went trampolining while others came along to 
Breakfast Mornings or Cake Club. Wednesday 
happy hour  has also been successful and the PG 
Survival Roadshow proved helpful for postgrads in 
search of answers. On a more official note was the 
Welcome reception, held in Queen's Great Hall, if 
you please ! A good occasion to meet fellow students 
and to eat free food !

The MTV European Music Awards 
come to Belfast this year !

6th November, Odyssey Arena

Free Snow Patrol and Jason Derulo gig 
at City Hall !

26th – 29th October, 7-10pm

For only four nights in 
October, the fairytale 
creatures of Botanic Gardens 
come out from their 
underground realm - some of 
them will even be brave 
enough to play with the 
humans!

The Enchanted Garden returns
 to Botanic Gardens

Many have also been volunteering for the Ulster Bank 
Belfast Festival at Queen's, thus taking part in the 
organisation and making sure everything went smoothly for 
many shows, talks, gigs, plays, concerts and what not ! 
Others shared their talent at 'Queen's Got Talent'...

Royal Ulster Academy Annual 
Exhibition
21st October – 20th November, 
Ulster Museum

The exhibition comprises work 
by RUA members, invited artists 
and artists selected by open 
submission and aims to 
highlight the best in 
contemporary and traditional 
visual arts practice in Ireland, 
North & South.  

The Pigeon Detectives
Friday 4th November, Mandella 
Hall, SU

The Yorkshire indie rockers come 
to Belfast with such feel-good 
songs as ‘This is an Emergency’.
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Shattered Dreams
13th October – 5th November, Red Barn Gallery, Rosemary Street

Shattered Dreams revisits the Israel-Palestinian conflict within Israel, the 
Palestinian territories of the West Bank and Gaza, and Lebanon. Taken on 
newspaper and magazine assignments over the last 25 years, acclaimed 
photojournalist Judah Passow’s images are more than simply a journalistic 
record of conflict and turmoil. They are the product of a very personal journey of 
exploration across the emotional landscape of the country in which he was born 
and for whose survival he once wore a uniform and fought. 

Mark Shields : The Broken and Scattered Gods
19th October – 12th November, Dickon Hall

Since 1997 Mark Shields has exhibited regularly in London, Berlin, 
Switzerland and most recently in South Africa. This exhibition, held in 
association with the Grosvenor Gallery, will be the first extensive body of 
work Shields has shown in Northern Ireland for twelve years and his first 
solo exhibition here since 1986.  

If you would like to 
participate in writing the 
next PG Voice issue, 
please submit your 
articles, reviews, ideas to 
pg.voice@qub.ac.uk

PG Ads New Voices in Irish Criticism 2012
'Legitimate Ireland'

19th-21st April 2010
Institute of Irish Studies, QUB.
This postgraduate and early career researchers 
conference aims to interrogate the concept of 
legitimacy surrounding Ireland and Irishness, the 
representation of which has always implied 
experiences on the margins of society and the law.
newvoices2012@qub.ac.uk
For the full call for papers, check out :
http://newvoicesqub.wordpress.com/call-for-papers/

Revised Regulations for Research Degree Programmes
New Study Regulations for Research Degree 

Programmes will be implemented from 2011-12.  The 
regulations apply to all research degree programmes, including 
the final thesis/dissertation element within Professional 
Doctorate programmes.  

A number of major changes have been made to the 
regulations and related processes, particularly concerning 
periods of study, interruptions to study, regular progress 
monitoring, annual progress review, intention to submit, criteria 
for the award of a research degree, examination 
recommendations, central student research appeals committee, 
student complaints, distance learning (external) students and 
collaborative research students.  

The regulations are outlined in the University Calendar 
for Postgraduate Students 2011-12 which can be accessed at
http://www.qub.ac.uk/directorates/AcademicStudentAffairs/AcademicAffairs/GeneralRegulationsUniversityCalendar2011-12/

http://newvoicesqub.wordpress.com/call-for-papers/
http://www.qub.ac.uk/directorates/AcademicStudentAffairs/AcademicAffairs/GeneralRegulationsUniversityCalendar2011-12/
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